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The Ontario Council of Hospital Unions / CUPE represents 42,000 hospital and long-term care 
workers across the province.  Our members provide nursing and personal care, maintenance, 
housekeeping and infection control, food, stores and warehousing, administration, pharmacy, 
laboratory, information technology, and many other services.  We are part of the largest union 
of workers in both Canada and Ontario and the largest union of health care workers in Canada 
and Ontario.  CUPE has members in almost every city, town, village, and unorganized territory 
in Ontario.   
 
We have serious concerns regarding Bill 138, An Act to implement Budget measures and to 
enact, amend and repeal various statutes.  In the time we have, we would like to focus on two 
items: Schedule 19, which would amend the Independent Health Facilities Act and Schedule 37 
which would enact the Supply Chain Management Act (Government, Broader Public Sector and 
Health Sector Entities), 2019.  Both raise serious threats of privatization of our health care 
system.   
 
Schedule 37 – The Supply Chain Management Act (Government, Broader Public Sector and 
Health Sector Entities), 2019. 
 
The government has said that it intends to cut $1 billion from the health sector supply chain.   
So, what, under this Bill, is the health sector supply chain?  Simply the supply of goods (such as 
medical equipment, drugs, furniture, raw food, and cleaning materials) to health care providers 
as the name seems to imply?  Not in this case.  In the proposed Supply Chain Management Act, 
supply chain management is given an extremely broad definition:   
 

“supply chain management” means the broad range of activities related to the procurement 
of goods and services, including,  
(a) planning and sourcing,  
(b) setting standards and specifications,  
(c) conducting market research,  
(d) developing procurement policy,  
(e) determining procurement methodologies,  
(f) coordinating and conducting procurements,  
(g) controlling logistics and inventory,  
(h) managing information systems,  
(i) coordinating the actions of government entities, broader public sector entities, health 
sector entities and supply chain management entities and furthering those entities’ 
collaboration,  
(j) overseeing resources,  
(k) arranging project financing,  
(l) managing contracts and relationships,  
(m) receiving and responding to complaints,  
(n) disposing of surplus assets, and  
(o) carrying out a prescribed activity;”  
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Notably this reform is not just limited to the supply of goods as one might think given the 
reference to the “supply chain”.  The definition also specifically includes services.  Tens of 
thousands of OCHU/CUPE members provide services in the hospital and long-term care 
sectors.  Indeed, hundreds of thousands of workers provide services across government and  
the broader public sector.  
 
So, this Act goes directly to the living of a great many workers across Ontario.  
  
The Act would give the government the power to require government, broader public sector 
and health sector entities to “comply with regulations governing how it carries out supply chain 
management” (section 3).  Further: 
 

13 Every obligation of a broader public sector entity or health sector entity under this 
Act is deemed to be an obligation it is required to comply with under the terms of every 
agreement or other funding arrangement between the entity and the Crown in right of 
Ontario or between the entity and an agency of the Crown in right of Ontario. 
 
Supply chain management contractors 
14 A government entity, broader public sector entity or health sector entity that 
contracts with a third party supply chain manager shall ensure that the contract requires 
the supply chain manager to comply with any requirement imposed under this Act on 
the government entity, broader public sector entity or health sector entity, with any 
necessary modifications. 
 
Withholding funds 
15 (1) If a broader public sector entity or health sector entity fails to comply with this 
Act, the Management Board of Cabinet may require a minister of the Crown to withhold 
part or all of any amount authorized by law to be paid to that entity. 
 

Clearly the services provided by a hospital or LTC facility could be put under the control of the 
government rather than the hospital or long-term care facility. 
 
This raises the threat of further restructuring.   
 
The last PC government of the 1990s also engaged in restructuring on a scale comparable to the 
scale made possible by this legislation.  PC government privatized home care, shut or merged 
scores of hospitals, moved chronic care hospital services to less well publicly-funded (and often 
privatized) long-term care facilities, and cut hospital funding by hundreds of millions of dollars.  
Their goal was to move services out of hospitals and into home and “community” care.  
 
The Auditor General revealed however, that the mergers and hospital restructuring actually 
cost the province $3.2 billion dollars.  Despite hopes that these mergers would help them cut 
spending, the Harris government quietly recognised reality, starting in 1998.  By 2000, they 
quietly completed a U-turn on hospital funding, increasing funding 12.6% in one year. 
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Between 1998 and 2003 (when the PC government was defeated), funding increased on 
average 7.5% per year.  The Health Services Restructuring Commission completed its work and 
shut down in March 2000.  So, arguably, the fruits of its work might be expected to have been 
gained in the five following years (including the first full year of Liberal governance).  But 
funding increases averaged 8.7% for the 2000-2004 period.  This, needless to say, is not strong 
evidence that the mergers, closures and restructuring did anything to reduce costs.  
 
Provincial Hospital Funding Annual Percentage Increase (or Decrease): 

1995 -1.5 

1996 1.9 

1997 -4.8 

1998 5.2 

1999 6.1 

2000 12.6 

2001 3.1 

2002 8.4 

2003 9.7 

2004 9.6 

Source: CIHI National Health Expenditure Trends, Table D.4.6.1 

Another round of restructuring began in 2007 with the creation of fourteen Local Health 
Integration Networks (LHINs) to fund, oversee and restructure hospital, long-term care, and 
other health care services.  Again, the hope was to cut hospital capacity and solve the ensuing 
problems through home and community care.  This time, however, the cuts expanded to 
include tight restrictions on long-term care, further compounding the dramatic increase in the 
acuity of home care patients and leading to the removal of some patients from publicly funded 
home care.  The ultimate result is the lack of capacity that is now widely acknowledged.  
 
More recently, Community Care Access Centres were merged with LHINs in the last few years.  
However, since the new government was established a year and a half ago, the LHINs 
themselves are being dismantled, Ontario Health is being established, and Ontario Health 
Teams are being established.  Each successive round of restructuring was sold as the saviour of 
health care, even when independent sources suggest otherwise.   
 
So, scepticism is well deserved when the suggestion of still more restructuring is mooted. 
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Privatization:  Moreover, there are good reasons to believe that the government may use these 
new powers to privatize health care services.  However, health care privatization has led to 
almost innumerable problems for health care in Ontario.  A particularly relevant set of 
problems are those that arose as a result of the last major privatization of hospital support 
services through the creation of so-called “public private partnerships”.  
 
P3 problems:  “Public Private Partnership” (P3) hospitals were initiated at the turn of the 
century by the last Progressive Conservative government.  An initial report by the Auditor 
General of Ontario showed that the first privatized P3 hospital (the Brampton Civic) came with 
hundreds of millions of dollars of extra costs.  Here is a summary of this first report from the 
Auditor General. 
 
Increasing costs:  The report confirms that the facility’s costs increased from an initial estimate 
under public procurement of $357 million to $614 million under the P3.  Despite this, the 
project’s size actually shrunk. 
 
High cost of ‘risk transfer’:  Backers of P3s justify their extra costs by claiming that there is a 
risk transferred to the private consortium.  They cost this transfer at enormous amounts and 
expect the public to pay for it.  That is what happened at Brampton.  The Auditor General 
reports that the risk transferred to the private sector was priced at an incredible $67 million.   
 
Value for money:  The Auditor General found that the cost estimates for public procurement 
for the project were overstated by $289 million.  He found that if the hospital was to be  
built and operated publicly costs would have been $959 million while the P3 costs were  
$1.153 billion.  The difference is $194 million (in 2003 dollars). 
 
Borrowing costs:  The public sector’s $194 million advantage over the P3 does not include the 
$107 million in higher financing costs that the Auditor General identified for the P3.  Including 
this, the savings under the public model would be about $300 million. 
 
Costly P3 consultants:  The Hospital and the Ministry engaged approximately 60 legal, 
technical, financial, and other consultants at a total cost of approximately $34 million.  About 
$28 million of these costs related to the work associated with the new P3 approach, yet they 
were not included in the P3 cost. 
 
Support services:  Many non-clinical services were privatized through the Brampton P3:  
laundry, housekeeping, portering, food services, material management, security, plant 
operations, and maintenance.  The Auditor General’s report indicated that the cost for the 
hospital to supply non-clinical services was overstated by the Hospital in its value for money 
comparison by $245 million.  As a result, public sector non-clinical costs would have been  
$58 million less than the P3 provision of non-clinical services. 
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This $58 million advantage for public sector delivery of non-clinical services did not include the 
Auditor General’s observation that for unsubstantiated reasons the Hospital estimated public 
sector non-clinical costs was higher than the average of ten other benchmark hospitals.  If the 
average was applied, public sector costs would have been a further $42 million less. 
 
This disastrous result was largely ignored by the government and so P3s (under a different 
name) continued.  The next Auditor General reviewed the next batch of P3 hospital projects 
and showed that the next P3 hospitals came in $8 billion over the cost of a public sector 
comparator.  (That is the equivalent of $1,600 per Ontario household, or a little more than last 
year’s provincial deficit).  Other significant points arising from the Auditor General’s report 
include: 
 

• Estimates of the cost of public procurement also involved additional fictitious charges  
so the actual benefits of public procurement are likely to be even more than $8 billion; 

• Initial cost estimates for P3 projects tend to be highly inflated, which made it easy for 
the projects to come in on or under budget; 

• There is very little competition among the large P3 contactors, five of which got over 
80% of all Infrastructure Ontario projects, while just two of facility management 
companies took a majority of P3 projects with a maintenance component;  

• Monitoring and reporting of P3s is poor and deficiencies take a long time to get 
addressed.  The average time taken to resolve minor deficiencies was 13 months,  
more than three times the maximum time allowed, with some still in dispute after  
three years; 

• Infrastructure Ontario was unable to provide the Auditor General signed conflict of 
interest declarations or disclosures of relationships for those evaluating submissions for 
a number of projects.  This should be especially concerning given that prominent people 
in the industry (and no doubt other officials) have shifted back and forth between the 
private sector and P3 agencies; and 

• These P3 projects have created an estimated $28.5 billion in liabilities and 
commitments still outstanding to private corporations—a cost Ontarians will have  
to pay back in the future.  Other non-hospital P3 projects in Ontario would bring total 
liabilities to over $30 billion owing to P3 consortiums and financiers, the equivalent of 
$6,000 per household. 
 

These projects were initially planned to involve the large scale privatization of hospital support 
services – however after several projects the government was forced to reconsider and 
ultimately drastically scaled back the privatization of hospital services.   
 
Proposal:  We have many questions about  this wholly new Act.  What is the current problem 
that the supply chain legislation is trying to fix?  Why is the government required to dictate 
solutions?  What else has been tried?  How does the government actually intend to use the 
considerable regulation making power in this Act?  What sort of consultations will the 
government engage in prior to enacting a regulation? 
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We believe this kind of legislation should not be passed without a clearly articulated plan for 
what the government wants to do in terms of supply chain management in the health care 
sector.  The Legislative Assembly should not be giving cabinet these wide ranging powers – 
which threaten to interfere with the employment relationship and conditions of employment – 
without being told by the government what they plan to do with them. 
 
The better alternative would be to vote down this Schedule, and have the government engage 
in a consultative process that produces a white paper with actual plans to manage the supply 
chain in the health care sector, so that it can be scrutinized, critiqued and debated.  Then the 
Legislature could consider legislation of the kind they have introduced on a basis that is actually 
informed.  Right now, the basis on which to debate the legislation is hopelessly abstract. 
 
Schedule 19  ― Independent Health Facilities Act 
Government has consistently tried to move work from public hospitals to private for-profit 
clinics such, including “Independent Health Facilities”.  These clinics are referred to by some as 
part of the “community health sector” — a sector which apparently excludes public hospitals.  
Yet, overwhelmingly, independent health facilities (IHFs) are for-profit institutions.[1]   
  
In this world-view, for-profit health care corporations are “community” health care facilities 
while public hospitals are not. 
 
Under the previous government, Bill 160 was passed.  Schedule 9 of that Bill was the Oversight 
of Health Facilities and Devices Act (OHFDA), which when proclaimed into effect, would replace 
the Independent Health Facilities Act (IHFA) and also the Private Hospitals Act. 
  
Following submissions by labour and the community, the Oversight of Health Facilities and 
Devices Act was strengthened by putting more limits on private hospitals and private clinics.   
However, the Oversight of Health Facilities and Devices Act has not been proclaimed and the 
Independent Health Facilities Act and the Private Hospital Act have not been repealed.  
 
Now, the government apparently intends to keep the Independent Health Facilities Act.  
Indeed, it now proposes amendments to the Independent Health Facilities Act via schedule  
19 of Bill 138. 
  
Instead of restricting the expansion of for-profit health care through the proclamation of the 
Oversight of Health Facilities and Devices Act, these amendments may facilitate it by easing the 
process for licensing.  To wit:  
  

Section 5 of the Act is repealed and the following substituted:  
 
Applications  
5 (1) The Minister may at any time authorize the Director to call for one or more 
applications for the establishment and operation of one or more independent health 
facilities by,  
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(a) sending a call for applications to one or more specified persons; or  
(b) publishing a call for applications in any manner the Director considers appropriate 

  
Until now, the Director was required to issue a request for proposals (RFPs).  In general, RFPs 
are used by governments to outline requirements for a specific project and to solicit bids from 
qualified vendors/corporations and identify which vendor/corporation is best-qualified.  They 
are typically a somewhat more transparent and fair process since the RFP must be published, 
and it sets out basic project goals and benchmarks and requirements for bidders. 
 
It is unclear why the Bill proposes a switch from RFPs to application process and why the 
government thinks this is needed.  What has not been working about the RFP process and why 
is it being changed? 
 
The less formal process proposed in these amendments (an application) for the creation of 
IHFs, however, is arguably less transparent and easier to implement.  This could ease the 
privatization of hospital services.  
 
These amendments indicate [1] that the protections against privatization won through the 
amendments to the Oversight of Health Facilities and Devices Act have been abandoned and  
[2] could ease further privatization of hospital services.  For these reasons we oppose these 
amendments.   
  
The History:  The limitation on private clinics that were won through the amendments to the 
(un-proclaimed) Oversight of Health Facilities and Devices Act come out of a long history of 
problems with private clinics.  The government has consistently had problems with the 
regulation of private clinics.  CUPE first alerted the public to the private clinic cost and quality 
problems when we brought former British health secretary Frank Dobson to reflect on the 
British problems with private clinics in the spring of 2007.   
 
Tragedy struck in Ontario shortly afterwards. 
 
On September 20, 2007, Krista Stryland died after undergoing liposuction at a private clinic.  
Stryland bled excessively following the surgery.  The College of Physicians and Surgeons found 
that one of the doctors involved delayed calling 911 to take the victim to hospital, and when 
paramedics finally did arrive, they found Stryland lying in a pool of blood with no vital signs.  
The family doctor who performed the liposuction was ultimately publicly reprimanded and told 
that her “dangerous” behaviour was an “obvious betrayal of the public trust”.  
 
The government had let much of the emerging health clinic industry slip entirely free of public 
reporting and oversight.  
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After the September 2007 death of Krista Stryland, the government was forced to require the 
industry to face some modest oversight several years later, in 2010.  Unfortunately, this was 
not by a public authority, but through self-regulation by the doctors (even though the doctors 
themselves had lobbied to expand this private industry).  Moreover, problems kept happening.  
 
In the fall of 2011, following disclosure that 6,800 patients would have to be notified that faulty 
infection control procedures at a private clinic could have exposed them to HIV or hepatitis,  
the then Health Minister, Deb Matthews, declined to introduce oversight by a public authority, 
despite public pressure.  Instead she commented, “Government can’t do everything.  A 
professional (regulating body) like the College of Physicians and Surgeons, they take 
responsibility for their members....  At this point I am delighted the College is taking that 
responsibility seriously and has found a problem that we need to fix.” 
 
Eventually, in 2012, the College of Physicians and Surgeons released a report on “out of hospital 
premises” (one category of private clinics) that mentioned that some 29% of the private clinics 
fall short in some way.  But the College would not indicate which ones – or how they fell short.  
This caused public uproar, with the Toronto Star playing a leading role (as it would continue to 
do).  Again, the government promised improvements.  
 
The Toronto Star followed up in 2014 and revealed that the public reports from the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons fall far short.  They also ran a series of often front-page stories on 
serious quality problems at private clinics, including stories on life-threatening infections during 
outbreaks at four Toronto pain and colonoscopy clinics.  Toronto Public Health investigated the 
outbreaks and the College of Physicians and Surgeons inspected the clinics, but their reports  
were kept secret.  Another study of private colonoscopy clinics showed that 13% of the 
colonoscopies conducted in Ontario’s private clinics were incomplete (the scope didn’t make it 
all the way through the colon) leaving patients at higher risk for undetected cancers, and the 
standard of practice was well below that of public hospitals.  A 2012 audit by Ontario’s Auditor 
General found serious shortfalls in inspections and quality assurance of clinics.  Among his 
findings:  60% of x-ray clinics had not been inspected as frequently as required to ensure proper 
screening to protect against radiation; 12% of diagnostic clinics had not been assessed in more 
than five years to ensure that tests were being correctly read by radiologists; and new facilities 
had not been inspected to ensure that radiation emitting equipment was safely installed.   
 
The new health minister, Eric Hoskins, ultimately responded by promising improvements of the 
clinics once again.  He told the Toronto Star in the fall of 2014 that he has put the province’s 
public health units and colleges (including the college of Physicians and Surgeons) on notice 
that he wants investigation and inspection reports made public.  “It is clear that our system 
must become more transparent,” Hoskins said, adding the new measures will allow Ontarians 
to find out if clinics have had problems with infection control and whether patients have 
suffered illnesses or died.  
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The College of Physicians and Surgeons responded by releasing in early 2015 a report which 
called for itself to take over a single system of oversight of IHFs, the Out of Hospital Program, 
and other clinics as well.  So, in response to all the problems their system of oversight had 
created, the College of Physicians called for an expansion of their own powers.  As doctors are a 
main financial beneficiary of the policy to expand private clinics, the question of a conflict of 
interest for the College remains.  
 
The reports on the Out of Hospital Program on the College’s web site remain  threadbare and 
difficult to navigate.  Many years after Krista Stryland’s death and CUPE’s warning on the 
problems of private clinics, the government has yet to establish adequate oversight for private 
clinics.   
 
This is not so surprising.  For-profit clinics are naturally resistant to oversight and control.  Their 
primary interest is necessarily profit and restrictions on their actions hinder their ability to 
achieve that end.  
 
Extra Fees:  Studies by the Ontario Health Coalition have conclusively shown that for-profit 
clinics are charging patients extra for their services.  This should be a clear warning not to 
expand for-profit clinics – but instead the government appears bent on developing them 
further. 
 
Threat to Hospitals:  Hospitals are the main focus of the government’s health care cuts.  They 
do not, it seems, see community hospitals as providing a broad range of services to the local 
population, but instead wish to remove an untold range of services from local hospitals and 
transfer them to private clinics.  Expanding private clinics would remove the most lucrative, 
high volume and easiest procedures from community hospitals.  The remaining community 
hospitals would be left with the most difficult services.  If they chose to compete with the 
private clinics, they would have to specialize in a narrow range of services.  Expanding the role 
of for-profit clinics is the opposite of one-stop, integrated public health care. 
 
The privatization of surgeries and diagnostic tests is in addition to the aggressive attempts to 
remove non-acute care services from hospitals (e.g. outpatient clinics, complex continuing care, 
rehabilitation, long-term care, primary care, etc.).  As acute care currently accounts for only 
about 1/3 of current hospital funding, these attacks are a grave threat to the viability of 
community hospitals. 
 
More Private Clinic Problems:  Over the summer of 2013, the government got into a messy 
dispute with private physiotherapy clinics.  The government stopped 94 physiotherapy clinics 
from directly billing OHIP.  Ontario Health Minister Deb Matthews said that, over the years, 
licences to provide these services have been bought up by large corporations.  Moreover, she 
charged, the “existing 94 clinics have had an unlimited ability to bill the government and have  
  

http://www.brantfordexpositor.ca/2013/05/30/physio-delivery-changes-will-expand-access-says-minister
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become very creative in the way they bill.”  The government claimed that an audit of 15,000 
records from the clinics found that 58% of them failed to support OHIP billings.  Five-minute 
exercise classes were sometimes billed as physiotherapy, care plans did not measure up, record 
keeping was incomplete, and physician referrals were sometimes lacking. 
 
“There is extraordinary growth in expenditures and the audit was one of those factors that 
just demonstrated to me that there were companies who were just taking advantage of the 
way the program was set out and taking advantage of their unlimited ability to bill,” then 
Health Minister Deb Matthews told the Star. 
 
By reforming how the money is distributed, the government claimed they will provide 
physiotherapy, exercising and fall-prevention classes to 218,000 more people, mostly seniors.  
And they are going to do this while providing less money for physiotherapy than they otherwise 
would:  $16,000,000 less according to the Toronto Star. 
 
Still More Private Clinic Problems:  The government was back at war with another group of 
private clinics in early 2014, this time the newly established private plasma clinics.  The 
government, opposed to their plan to pay people for their plasma, wanted to shut them down. 
 
But the clinics refused.  Indeed, they said they need no license from the government to 
operate.  In the face of this open defiance, the then Health Minister Deb Matthews was 
reduced to calling in inspectors and threatening to get a court order.  New legislation was also 
threatened. “I expect any company operating in Ontario, and especially in the health care 
sector, to operate within our laws,” Matthews told the Toronto Star.  But she admitted it may 
take time to shut the clinics down. 
 
The private clinics remained unmoved:  “Until that act is passed, the legal opinion we have is 
we don’t need a licence from the provincial government.”  
 
Conclusion:  We believe the government should make clear that they will not restructure and 
privatize hospital and health care support services.  It should also make clear that it will not 
expand for-profit hospitals but instead seek to develop a truly integrated hospital system.  
 
We oppose the changes discussed in Schedules 19 and 37.  We are also very concerned that the 
government has apparently abandoned the safeguards (which put limits on the expansion of 
private hospitals and IHFs) that were passed by the legislature in the Oversight of Health 
Facilities and Devices Act. 
 
During the last provincial election, the party that formed government did not breath a word 
about privatizing health care services. 
 
  

http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/07/25/ontario_going_after_physio_clinics_to_recoup_money.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/07/25/ontario_going_after_physio_clinics_to_recoup_money.html
http://news.ontario.ca/mohltc/en/2013/04/more-physiotherapy-exercise-and-falls-prevention-for-seniors.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2013/04/18/health_minister_deb_matthews_takes_on_forprofit_physiotherapy_clinics.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2014/03/19/private_toronto_plasma_clinic_targeted_for_inspection.html
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The legislation concerning the supply chain and in particular, extending the definition of the 
supply chain beyond goods to services, means that vital health care services will be privatized. 
 
The government Budget plans mean a 14.7% cut in real terms for Ontario hospitals over the 
next 5 years.  The hospital system is being swamped by an aging and growing population which 
pushes demand for services. 
 
These institutions and the public they strive to serve and protect, simply cannot afford to have 
the costs for delivering services climb exponentially. 
 
The government must amend the bill to make it clear that there will be no privatization of 
health care services, including by regulation. 
 
Thank you for your consideration.  We are open to any questions you may have.   
 


